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Left Gravity Design had to meet strict light levels with excellent colour rendition on the tables at Aspers to allow the CCTV and the croupiers to work efficiently.
Right The newly created escalators are the design focus of Holland Casino Scheveningen and ‘opens up’ the venue. The Bique Lighting custom-designed LED
lighting interacts with the escalators’ shape and form to create mesmerising effects.

A PAIR OF ACES

Two casinos have received major refurbishments, both beneﬁting from Projection Lighting AlphaLED
speciﬁcation as well as a host of other decorative lighting features.
Casino lighting is an area of lighting design
where many specific tasks unique to this
type of venue have to be considered on all
schemes. High lumen output, good colour
rendition and sharpness are extremely
important around the playing tables to enable the croupiers and CCTV to work well.
In addition, due to the long opening hours
of casinos (often 24 hours a day), operating
and maintenance costs are a huge issue that
have now been aided with the emergence
of LED lighting good enough for these tasks
with the minimum of disturbance.
These two examples, Holland Casino Scheveningen in The Netherlands and Aspers in
the UK, emphasise the advances that have
been made in LED technology in recent
years. However, design is the key with both
venues to bring excitement and comfort to
the gambling experience.

Holland Casino is the single and exclusive
owner of a casino license in The Netherlands and welcomes between six and seven
million visitors to its fourteen casinos each
year. The company had noticed that not
only the expectations of its clients had
changed over the years but the number of
visitors was also declining. Therefore, a major refurbishment and rebranding exercise
took place at its venue in Scheveningen, a
seaside resort in The Hague.
Svend Eric Panjer of Bique Lighting worked
in collaboration with branding and design
company Sinot and architects Claessens Erdmann on the lighting design over four floors.
The lighting design was an integral part of
the brand profiling and art direction, led by
Sinot, to give the brand experience of Holland Casino a fresh start. Industrial, graphic
and web design were also completely

changed.
As well as rebranding the casino, saving
energy was very important to the new
scheme. As is the norm for casinos, halogen
was the light source at the Holland Casino
prior to the refurbishment. The concept for
the new design involved ambient lighting
and accent lighting on the playing tables,
entrance and washrooms. With 4m ceilings
in some areas, the brief called for high output luminaires and a directed beam delivering illumination of 300 lux for the playing
tables and a different mood with 100 lux
for hallways. An additional challenge was
that transactions involving coloured coins
needed to be clearly visible on film for
security purposes.
“Quality illumination for the purpose of
gambling, plus colour rendition were key,
but the project also involved a lot of special
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lighting elements,” says Panjer, for whom
the starting point was, “How can we do
this?”
The answer was Projection Lighting’s AlphaLED fittings that Panjer selected for the
entire space with the exception of decorative lighting in the form of Tom Dixon Copper Void pendants and some FLOS fittings in
the casino entrance.
“As an independent lighting designer, I can’t
afford mistakes and I like to exceed clients’
expectations,” he explains. “I’d noticed the
Xicato module and thought that if it was
used by other top brands in Europe, I could
be certain it was a good product. Projection Lighting was the only company that
could provide all the elements we needed
including designer fixtures, first rate colour
rendition, high output and the colour temperatures we needed.”
As the casino is fully lit during the opening
hours of 10am - 3am, maintenance costs
were another consideration. “With the

previous halogen installation, lamps were
changed on a daily basis - a major expense,” says Panjer. “For instance, six halogen lamps were installed over the playing
tables to allow for the daily lamp failures
when only four were needed for illumination. AlphaLED requires no maintenance
which was very attractive to the client.”
“Also, Projection Lighting guarantee their
products over 50K hours, which was rare
from a manufacturer when we were looking
at options in 2010 and one of the deciding
factors,” says Panjer.
As a bonus, Panjer calculated that the
AlphaLED installation would save 50% on
energy costs by changing from halogen.
“The client is happy with the result, we
delivered all the elements of the concept
and from one main supplier which is always
the simplest and most efficient way,” says
Panjer.
www.biquelighting.nl

Strict lighting control meant Bique Lighting could
get the exact mood and lighting levels throughout
the casino as required from the 2700K AlphaLED
fittings making it a much brighter environment than
is the norm for casinos.
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In non-gaming spaces, Gravity Design was able to
wash the walls to highlight texture and help the
space flow from area to area. They also highlighted
curved feature walls and emphasised changes in
ceiling height.

Aspers, located in the Westfield Stratford
City shopping mall, is the UK’s biggest casino and sets a new benchmark for this type
of venue. As the first membership free,
super casino licence in the country, the
65,000 sqft venue offers extensive gaming
and leisure activities not permitted in other
casinos as well as two bars, an 80-seat casual dining restaurant and a Sky Bar with an
outside roof terrace with panoramic views
of the Olympic stadium.
Aspers wanted to make a drastic change
in the way in which they approached their
lighting. Previously they had used a huge
number of low voltage downlights to create
the general illumination levels, to wash
walls and to highlight artwork. This had
proved to be large maintenance issue as
most sites are run 24 hours a day. They
sought advice from UK lighting design prac-

tice, Gravity Design who, in turn, worked
closely with the architects Design Coalition
to deliver the scheme.
Lisa Hammond, Design Director at Gravity
Design, explains: “Some of our brief had
been led by the Design Coalition as their
scheme was fairly well advanced when we
came on board. Key points from Aspers were
to create a diverse lighting scheme. They
wanted to provide areas for people to step
away from the gaming floor to relax and eat
and they wanted the lighting to aid that.”
The brief had a two-stage approval process
that was presented to Design Coalition in
the first instance. The scheme was then
tweaked to fit in coherently with their
interiors scheme before it was presented
to the Aspers development team and then
ultimately to owner Damian Aspinal.
Strict lighting levels on the tables had to be

met to allow the CCTV and the croupiers to
work efficiently. The colour rendition and
lux levels had to be such that eye strain
would be kept to a minimum.
Projection Lighting AlphaLED fittings were
subsequently specified due to its good
colour rendering differentiation of <2SCDM
(Standard Deviation of Colour Matching) and
low lumen depreciation. As the mounting height was high and Gravity wanted a
dramatic effect they needed a good tight
beam. Thus, 2000lm AlphaLED Nimble luminaires were chosen.
The remainder of the areas were treated as
you would a bar or restaurant. Gravity was
able to wash the walls to highlight texture
and help the space flow from area to area.
They also highlighted curved feature walls
and emphasised changes in ceiling height.
A total of 1073 fittings were installed front
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PROJECT DETAILS
Holland Casino Scheveningen, The Netherlands
Client: Holland Casino
Architect: Claessens Erdman
Concept Design: Sinot
Lighting Design: Bique Lighting
Aspers, Stratford City, UK
Client: Asper’s
Architect: Design Coalition
Project Co-ordinator: Emeny Thurley Partnership
Lighting Design: Gravity Design

LIGHTING SPECIFIED
Holland Casino Scheveningen, The Netherlands
Projection Lighting AlphaLED downlights - Pin Hole, Gyro Cube,
Nimble
Tom Dixon Copper Void pendants
RGB custom-made LED for escalators
FLOS Kap 105 LED recessed downlights
Aspers, Stratford City, UK
Projection Lighting AlphaLED Nimble downlights
ALM bespoke pendants (supplied by Alliance Lighting UK)
ACDC cold cathode
UK LED linear and colour change LED
Inspired by Design decorative fabric pendants and bespoke VIP
bar chandelier
Kreon wall recessed channel lighting
MR-Resistor LED lamps
Tom Dixon restaurant and entrance pendants
Moooi main bar pendants
Cube bespoke long bar pendant
Vibia exterior standard lamps
Chelsom and Porta Romana table lamps
iLight and Willow control

of house including 367 metres of ACDC
cold cathode and 181 metres of linear LED.
Overall the front of house scheme is 96.4%
energy efficient.
“The project was approached firstly with
design driving the scheme but with energy
consumption and maintenance as a very
crucial second,” comments Hammond. “We
designed it to provide the highest level of
uniformity we could achieve on the gaming
tables themselves but with areas of lower
level lighting and colour change to create
a bit of drama in the social areas of the
casino.”
Another piece of drama at the casino are
the pendants that give the casino its trademark decadent look. Alliance Lighting UK
were approached by Gravity Design to help
them source the fittings. One of Alliance’s
partners, ALM, were tasked to manufacture
large rings with glass drops that would create a glamorous and fun feeling in the huge
gaming room.
In order to give a dramatic and lavish feel
to the casino, the sizing and quantities of
the pendants were paramount. All fittings
are made with 7W/m LEDs that are reflected in the glass drops which contribute
to the sparkle and add a sense of excitement to the venue

Aspers trademark pendants - large rings with glass
drops - are manufactured by ALM and supplied
by Alliance Lighting UK and create a sense of
excitement.

To manufacture and transport these large
pendants and then assemble them on site,
so that they appeared seamless, was a
huge undertaking as the fittings were also
to be used as general lighting, not just to
enhance the mood.
www.gravitydesign.uk.com
Energy consumption and quality of light
is very important to both projects but,
ultimately, it is the design credentials of
the schemes that were the priority. By
creating pockets of interest around necessary uniform lux levels in the gaming areas,
both practices have created exciting spaces
where customers are happy to spend many
hours winning... and losing!

